


;nierconnected basins  West [WB], Central [CB], and East Basins [EB]! delineated by
four north-south trending transportation corridors. These include California Highway
lpl the San Diego Northern Railroad, interstate 1-5, and El Camino Real. Historically,
these corridors had restricted tidal prism flushing and upland developments had increased
sediment yield to the point of threatening the lagoon's sensitive wetland environment
 Sales and Appy, 1994!. The primary objectives of the project were to improve waterquahty by increasing the tidal prism and providing a stable inlet; to improve wildlife
habitats by creating protected endangered species nesting areas; and to improve shorelineprotection by constructing wide sandy beaches. Finai approval of the design required
meeting environmental objectives and included numerous technical challenges

Environmental project features of the project included 38 acres of nesting habitat,
9> acies of low marsh, 144 acres of intertidal water habitat, 148 acres of subtidal water
habitat, and 1.6 mcy of beach nourishment. Engineering project features included two
3po-foot long tidal inlet jetties, 3,000 feet of rock revetment shore protection, 37,000square feet of articulated block mat erosion control, LS mcy of subaqueous fine-grained
sediment disposal, replacement of two coastal highway bndges, seismic retrofitting of a
railroad trestle, scour protection for five bridges, and relocation of utilities. Approximate
dredge volumes included 2,3 mcy of CB sandy material used for beach nourishment fill
and nesting habitat sites; 1 incy of EB fine-grained material placed in the CB disposal
pit; and 100,000 cy of WB sandy material used as capping material for the CB.

Construction activity restrictions with respect to staging, water quality, water level
control, permitted dredging periods, pile driving noise, traffic detours, public beach access,
and general operations increased the complexity of the project. Furthermore, performancerequirements for the 1st and 10th years after project completion were established in
order for the POLA to obtain desired mitigation credits,

Ceoteehnlcal InvestigationsGeotechnical investigations included evaluation of offshore, beach, and lagoon surface
and subsurface conditions using conventional borings, vibracores, CPT soundings, jetprobing, beach profiling, and direct observations. Laboratory testing included standard
geotechnical tests as well as large diameter column settlement tests on very so& bulked
sediments. Non-destructive and geophysical testing were used to evaluate bridge pile
foundations.A layer of black organic laden clayey sediment less than 2 feet thick was present
over the entire lagoon surface, Sediments below this layer indicated relatively clean
sands io the west and fine-grained low to high plasticity silts and clays to the east. Lenses«rounded gravels and cobbles up to 4 inches in size were located in the West Basin and
along the denuded shoreline. Offshore sediments consisted of medium to very fine clean
sands, A high continuous gravel/cobble berm severed tidal flushing.
ikaeh 5onrishtnent and Nesting Habitat ConstrnNionC~ dredge depths were to elevations of -20 to -25 feet NGVD over an area of about 60acres fo«he purpose of obtaining sandy material for beach nonristunent and nesting
habitat construction. Electric powered hydraulic cutterhead suction dredges were used.
D«dged sands were placed as fillet beaches adjacent to the new inlet jetties, as
conveiitional longshore beach fill at ponto Beach �.5 miles to the north!, and as new
low elevation nesting habitats.
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CB sediments in the upper 20 feet consisted of poorly graded medium to very fine
and with and without silt and shell fragments  d, of 0, l to 0.3 rnm!. The percent passing
the Nos. 40, l00, and 200 sieves ranged from � to l00%, 15 to 80%, and 2 to 12%,

actively. Coarser sands were encountered below a depth of 20 feet ~ s0 0.2 to p,5
mm!. Sediment volume losses occurring during placement of the CB sands for beach
nourishment and nesting habit ts have been estimated to be about 20 to 40%. Lost
sediments were mostly materials which could pass the No. 100 sieve, The total shore
leng hofnounsh~l aches was ah ut6,000 feet. Beach widths at the end ofcons~ction

ranged from 150 to 200 feet. The oxygen deficient  reduced! insitu sands placed
n the beaches were light to dark gray in color at the time of dredging. These sandson e e 1Texhibited significant "sun bleaching atter placement.

Subaqueous Fine-Grained Sediment Disposal
The most significant geotechnical consideration of the project included subaq~
disposal of about l.8 mcy of fine-grained sediments from the EB to the overdredged CB
These materials were also evaluated for upland and offshore disposal
and cost restrictions ehminated these options. In addition, requirements;mpo
regulatory agencies necessitated that the final CB subtidal bottom elevations be b ~
4.5 to -9 feet NGVD for a period of 10 years after construction.

Analyses for confmed disposal of fine-grained sediments utilized large diameter
column settling tests, estimation of buiking factors, Aocculation and sedimentation rates
in seawater, finite-strain consolidation parameters, management of seasonally placed of
dredged sediment volumes, and long-term settlement modeling and monitoring
Hydrographic surveys over thc 3 year construction period were used to calibrate and
update settlement prediction models and adjust dredging phases.

East Basin Sediments
Insitu EB sediments were characterized by a tapering wedge of fine-grained sediments
ranging from low and high plasticity silts and clays overlying silty to clayey sands, The
sand content of the fire-grained soils range from 0 to 20% with an average of about
10%, had dry densities of about 45 to 70 pcf, and undrained shear strengths of 1 00 to 200
psf. The fine-grained content of the sandy soils were about I 0 to 30'to with an average of
about 2 Y/0 and had dry densities of about 70 to 105 pc f. Composited EB sediments to be
dredged were estimated to be roughly 23% sand and 77% as fine-grained material.

Column Settling Tests
Ten large diameter column settling tests were performed to evaluate nonlinear time-
dependent consolidation properties of the sediments. The tests were performed in
acco-rdance with the published procedures  USACE, 1987!. The tests were performed
using three 8-inch diameter by 8-foot tall clear acrylic columns fitted with sampling
ports at 6 inch vertical intervals. Sediment slurries were mixed using filtered seawater
initial bulked slurry concentrations ranged from 113 to 172 g/I which is in the range of
concentrations typically observed in hydraulic cutterhead suctions dredging of fine-
grained sediments,

All tests exhibited relatively fast flocculation and zone settling behavior in the saline
solution as observed by a well developed water/soil interface within the iirst rouple
hours after thc start of each test. Zone settling of these tests was usually cornple«d
within 24 hours at which point much slower self-weight consolidation settlement took
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place- p typical log-log p'lot of average concentration versus time is presented as Figure
~ ge~ssjon coefficients for se f-weight consolidation  linear portion of the plot! were1-

us ' g to determine time dependent bulking factors and settlement rates.
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Bulking FactorsBulking factors are determined based on the volume ratio ofbulked material to the insitu
inaterial, Time dependent bulking factors are a function of actual dredging methods and
equipmertt, dredging rates, sediment concentration, salinity, and soil composition, Column
settling test results were used to develop ranges of initial bulking factors based on various
dredging phases and disposal scenarios. The following initial bulking factors were
estimated for 3 and 5 month disposal periods.

Central Basin Seitletnent AnalysesLarge deforination consolidation settlement analyses confortned to ftn'+
 //ACE, 19g7!. Conventional 1-D consolidation for normally- an
soils is termed finite-stress theory. The settleme« ~
void ratio, vertical effective stress and pern eabili yaliment ', Deg of conso]id t'on v~m time analyses w~ pe rformcd to estimate
g vtty induced finite-strain consolidation coefficients  g! using th s g yin the sin 1 -drained

~ tling tests results. For the bulked sediments g was estimatstimated to be about

" 0-0007 it'~day with an average of 0.0005 A'/day.
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Analyses included an iterative procedure using reduced coordinates for 10 layers of
fine-grained material overlying a single bottom sandy layer. Additional settlement analysis
was performed using the fini te-difference computer program PCDDF89  I. SACE, 1991!.
pCDDF89 simulates an incremental time-step primary consolidation process using finite-
strain theory. PCDDF89 allows additional layers of dredge material to be added at any
time to evaluate phasing of dredge activities.

Sand Cap
A 2-foot thick sand cap was planned for the CB. Hov ever, highly bulked, very soft,
underwonso!idated sediments have a very low bearing capacity  consistency of thick
ketchup!. This material would not support the proposed sand cap if placed too quickly
causing mudwaves and uncontrolled sinking of the sand cap. It was estimated that the
very soft materials would be able to receive only very thin applications of the sand cap
material no sooner than about 1 inonth after the end of dredging. The specified rate cif
sand cap placement was such that no more than 3 inches of sand could be placed in a
given area each day and that no more than 6 inches of unbalanced sand loading should
be allowed. Observations indicated that the placed sand cap is adequately supported.

Dredging Contingencies
Uncertainties associated with the actual dredging rates, initial slurry concentrations,
dredging sequencing, and variab le sediment characteristics made analyses of the bulking
factors and settlement rates difficult, Therefore phased dredging alternatives and
contingencies were evaluated by the design team. If actual bulking factors were too high
or if settlement rates were too slow, then it was planned to install closely spaced
prefabricated composite vertical wick drains to accelerate the rate of settlement
Conversely, if the bulking factors were too low or settlement rates were too fast, then
additional sediments could be dredged and placed in the CB to make up the short-fall.
Luckily, the use of dredging contingencies for the project was not required.

Settleinent Monitoring
CB settlement monitoring was performed using integrated digital multi-channel
bathymetric survey and CiPS equipment. Sequential settlement surveys were used to
settlement rates and predict the CB surface elevations at various times in the future.
Currently, a little over one year has pa.st since placement of the sand cap and comparison
of actual versus refined surface elevation predictions indicate good agreement. It is
estimated that the sand cap surface will be at an elevation of-5 to -7 feet NGVD in I 0
years. However, external sources of sedimentation and erosion may impact the actual
future surface elevation.

Railroad Trestle Retrofit
The railroad trestle was originally constructed after the turn of the century using high
quality round tapered Douglas Fir timber piles. The trestle consists of ballasted deck
supported by steel stringers with wide flange capping beams on each pile bent. The
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typical symmetrical 6-pile bent has 2 vertical piles and four splayed battered piles  Figure
3!. The trestle is 310 feet long and supports a single track at an elevation of+23 to+24

EiST
25 i

io

Figure 3. RIaroed Treeae Croon Section

feet NGVD. Dredging beneath the trestle was planned at elevation -8.5 feet NGVD and
therefore required an assessment of structurai conditions of the trestle,

Parallel-Seismic Geophysical TestingAs-built plans for the trestle did not indicate pile depths, Therefore, nondestructive
parallel-seismic  PS! geophysical testing was conducted to evaluate structural integrity,
embedment lengths, and elastic moduli of the piles. PS tests consisted of using a wireline
h drophone receiver lowered into a water filled cased borehole adjacent to selected pilings
to measure the arrival times of induced compression waves, The PS method invo vesE

impacting the pile top with a triggering hammer to generate a compression wave down
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Limited access drilling below the trestle centerline at 4 locations was performed to
obtain soil samples and install 2-inch 1D Schedule 40 PVC casings for the PS tests.
Drilling consisted of 8-inch hollow stem auger borings to elevations ranging from -47 to
59 feet NGVD which were believed to be below the anticipated pile tip elevations. PS
testing was conducted on a total of 24 piles and clearly indicated that vertical andbattered
pile tip elevations for the trestle ranged between -40 and -50 feet NGVD. Compression
wave velocities of the timber piles were about 10,900 fps which indicates dense wood in
very good condition  E = 2,000,000 psi!. Measured piles butt diameters ranged benin 14
to l9 inches. The average rate of pile taper was 0088 in/6 with an average pile tip
diatneter is about 10 inches.

A discussion on the results of analyses for the effects of dredging, liquefaction
potential, axial and lateral pile capacities, equivalent depth of fixity, settlements, and
seismic retrofitting requirements for the trestle are beyond the scope of this article,
However, it can be unequivocally stated that PS testing had the most geotechnical bang-
for-the-buck for the project. Without the use of PS test results, very expensive retrofitting
alternatives or replacement of the railroad trestle could have been required.
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